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Implement a Ticket Molding Program with Fewer Parts
The FlexChannel® ticket molding is an innovative shelf edge label holder that can fit in a wider range of price channels than 
typical plastic moldings. The specially formulated, flexed back leg allows the ticket molding to fit securely in a range of price 
channel heights for different fixture types and manufacturers. Having one molding that fits a range of price channels makes 
store measurement faster, installation easier and streamlines procurement and replenishment.

FlexChannel® Advantages
The ClearGrip™ FlexChannel® Clip-In Ticket Molding 
helps retailers reduce SKUs and manage a shelf edge 
ticket molding program in several ways:

•  One ticket molding fits up to 80% of the fixtures in
your store, making it easier for store-level staff to
identify and re-order supplies.

•  FlexChannel® moldings can be easily cut with scis-
sors so you only need one length in your program.

•  Purchase colored ticket moldings or use clear
moldings with 1.50"H price channel strips to add
color to specific areas or departments in the store.

•  FlexChannel® moldings can be used in
coolers and freezers.

•  Couple with FlexKlip® shelf adapters to outfit an
entire store.

Key Features & Benefits

•  Flexible back leg fits 1.16"H-1.23"H price channel to
eliminate the need for additional ticket moldings with
different back leg sizes.

•  Molding is hinged for easy installation, product access
and restocking.

•  Built-in sign grip on window securely holds 8-12pt
cardstock paper or kostklip® ShelfTalkers™, even in
coolers and freezers.

•  Insert paper price tags into the flexible window to keep
them protected and aligned with the planogram.

•  Boot helps with thumb placement to open window.

•  Insert 1.50"H CPG branding, planogram or color strips
into the channel behind the window.
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239Non-Adhesive

Feature Paper Sign

2lb/900 kg

Use the built-in grip to hold cardstock 
signs or ShelfTalkers™
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Complete Shelf Edge Solution with Flex Series

Compatible with all FlexKlip® Shelf Adapters
Combine FlexChannel® ticket moldings with FlexKlip® shelf adapters to cover your coolers, freezers, basket merchandisers 
and other shelving throughout your store:

FlexChannel® Ticket Moldings for C-Channel Shelving
Use FlexChannel® ticket moldings for your C-channel applications:

Lozier®

Hill PHOENIX® PTM

289T + 288A Large Ratchet

Streater® C-Channel

Tyler® PTM

289T + 287A Small Ratchet

Madix® C-Channel

Kysor/Warren® PTM

289T + 275A Fence

Madix® PTM

Hussmann® C-Channel PTM

289T + 297A Dual Angle
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